“Not Your Average Business Checking” Campaign Terms and Conditions

1. The “Not Your Average Business Checking” Campaign (hereafter referred to as promotion) will run from November 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018.

2. Eligibility: A new Vinton County National Bank (“VCNB”) Business Rewards Checking or Business Rewards Checking Plus account must be opened or an existing non-rewards account converted to a Business Rewards Checking/Business Rewards Checking Plus account during the promotional period to qualify for the In-Branch and Online bonus. Limit two bonuses per household. Void where prohibited by law.

3. Promotion: Account holders will be eligible for a bonus of 10,000 points by doing one of the following: a.) Opening a Business Rewards Checking/Business Rewards Checking Plus Account in one of our 17 branch locations or online and accepting a debit card between November 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018 OR b.) Converting an existing non-rewards account to a Business Rewards Checking/Business Rewards Checking Plus account between November 1, 2018 and December 31, 2018. Tax implications may apply. The requirements to be eligible for the 10,000 point bonus are in sections 4 and 5.

4. A $100.00 minimum deposit must be made into a new eligible checking account within 30 days of opening the account, and a debit card must be activated and registered through UChooseRewards.com within 60 days of opening account to receive the bonus. Converted existing non-rewards accounts must register an existing debit card or activate and register a new card through UChooseRewards.com within 60 days of converting account to receive the bonus. Points will be awarded within 30 days of meeting criteria.

5. Geographic Limitation: Offer only extended to residents of the following Ohio counties: Adams, Athens, Coshocton, Delaware, Fairfield, Fayette, Franklin, Gallia, Highland, Hocking, Jackson, Knox, Lawrence, Licking, Madison, Meigs, Morgan, Morrow, Muskingum, Perry, Pickaway, Pike, Ross, Scioto, Union, Vinton, and Washington. Existing VCNB customers are exempt from the geographic limitation.

7. Offer may be extended, modified or discontinued at any time.

8. Bank deposit products and services provided by Vinton County National Bank. Member FDIC.
“Not Your Average” Campaign Visa® Business Promotion Terms and Conditions

1. The “Not Your Average” Campaign (hereafter referred to as promotion) will run from November 1, 2018 through December 31, 2018.

2. Promotion: Apply for a Visa® Business Credit Card between November 1, 2018 and December 31, 2018 and qualifying applicants will be eligible for a bonus of 10,000 UChoose Rewards® Points with card opening. Tax implications may apply. The requirements to be eligible for the bonus are in sections 3 and 4.

3. Eligibility: A new Visa® Business Credit Card must be opened during promotional period to qualify. Limit one bonus per household. Void where prohibited by law. Accounts are subject to credit approval. Not all applicants will qualify for this promotional offer. Restrictions and limitations may apply.

4. 10,000 rewards points will be added into the UChoose Rewards® account on the first business day of the following month after the account is opened.

5. Offer may be extended, modified or discontinued at any time.

6. Visa® is a registered trademark and is not a sponsor, participant, or in any way connected with this promotion.

7. Bank deposit products and services provided by Vinton County National Bank. Member FDIC